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上田慎一郎 

７月８日〜７月１２日にかけてワルシャワにおいて GR20/Amaldi10に参加し、
ポスターセッションで Beam Shutter に関する発表をしてきた。会議では様々
な大学の先生がたと有意義な議論をかわして、研究に関する意見を広く聞く事

ができた。 
以下に興味を引かれた発表について軽くまとめる。 
 
・	 Newtonian noise subtraction with seismic arrays(C4) 
	 	 Mark Beker 

第三世代重力波検出器では Newtonian noiseが問題点であり、それを
どのように軽減するかという話であった。 
第三世代重力波検出機は地下に作るので、地表表面を伝わる人間の生

活による地面振動などはかなり軽減される。また suspensionもより性
能をいいものを使うので主な地面振動も雑音レベルがかなり低くなる

と考えられている。なので、低周波での主な雑音は、地殻などの変化

による重力場の変動によって誘起される Newtonian noise である。
Newtonian noiseは重力場の変化により鏡が触れることが原因なので、
振り子などをつかい観測の段階で削減するという事は現在の検出器で

は不可能である。 
Newtonian noiseに対する解決策として発表者は Seismic sensorをも
ちいて Test mass まわりの地面の動きを観測して、そこらか
Newtonian noise を見積もり、検出器から得たデータから差し引くと
いう手法について紹介していた。Newtonian noiseは Test mass周り
の地面の動きに大きく左右されるため Seismic sensorで見積もれるよ
うだ。地面の変位を ξとして Newtonian noiseを見積もる式は以下であ

る。 

 
この式を使って、データから Newtonian noiseを削減した結果は、 

spectra measured at the sites, and to make the field composition as complex as possible in

order to test NN subtraction schemes on challenging scenarios. Still, due to computational

limitations, simplifications are necessary. In the general case, if ground displacement ~⇠(~r, t)

is weak, then the test-mass acceleration due to NN can be estimated by the integral over

the entire ground medium

�~aNN(~r0, t) = G

Z
dV

⇢0(~r)

|~r � ~r0|3
⇣
~

⇠(~r, t)� 3(~er · ~⇠(~r, t))~er
⌘

(2)

where ⇢0 is the density of the ground, G is the gravitational constant, ~r0 the position of the

test mass, ~r points to locations in the ground, and ~er is the unit vector pointing from ~r0 to

~r [16]. This equation is valid for arbitrary seismic fields and represents the noise imprinted

on the test mass due to NN. In our simulation, we only consider seismic fields composed of

surface waves. This simplification is enforced by computational limitations since generating

NN time series from simulated 3D seismic fields would require months-long simulation runs.

We expect this assumption to be reasonable, since surface waves are expected to have much

larger amplitudes than body waves [12], and so surface waves give the dominant contribution

to NN at the surface, however seismic array measurements currently in progress at the LIGO

sites will put this assumption to the test.

Freely propagating surface waves like Rayleigh waves and their overtones produce NN in

such a way that there is always an e↵ective 2D representation of the problem (which is not

generally true for all supported wave fields, such as scattered waves). This implies that the

numerical simulation can be set up as a 2D simulation, which is why Equations 3 and 4 only

describe vertical displacement. This approach was chosen to reduce computational costs,

and does not over simplify the subtraction problem as long as scattering of seismic waves is

weak.

The simulated seismic field is composed of two wave types; wavelets and symmetric

surface waves. Wavelets represent seismic waves from far-field sources, while symmetric

surface waves represent disturbances due to local sources. The vertical displacement due to

a wavelet is described by

⇠(~r, t) = ⇠0 exp(�⌧

2
/(2�T )2) cos(2⇡f⌧ + �0) (3)

with ⌧ = t � ~

k · (~r � ~r0)/(2⇡f). Twenty wavelets are injected for each second of time

series randomly distributed over the entire simulation time so that wavelet numbers can
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である。緑線が元々の Newtonian noise であり、赤線と水色線が
Newtonian noiseをキャンセルした結果である。この結果では Seismic 
sensor を１０個用いているが、Beker 氏の発表ではセンサーを１００
個用いる事で Newtonian noiseを９０％削減する事ができたと発表し
ていた。 
私は Newtonian noiseは減らす事ができないものだと思っていたので、
Seismic sensor で地面の変位から削減するという手法はとても興味深
かった。 

・	 A path length modulation technique for frequency 
shifting scatter induced noise in squeezing 
measurements(C4 poster) 

	 	 Andrew R. Wade 
スクイーズ技術を

用いたときに重大

な問題となってく

る散乱光の影響を

減少させる技術に

関する実験のポス

ター発表であった。 
この実験のポイン
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FIG. 10. (color online). Spectrum of simulated Newtonian noise (green line), proposed third

generation sensitivity curve (blue line), and NN residuals of FF subtraction on the training set

(red line), and on a second set of time series using the same filter (cyan) using the 10-sensor

optimal array.
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Wepresent a technique for frequency shifting scattering inducednoise on squeezed light beams, providing immunity
fromscattered lightwhile preserving the squeezed states.Using a 500Hzpre andpostsqueezing apparatuspath length
modulation, we show up to a 20 dB reduction in scattering induced noise while recovering squeezing
measurement below the shot noise level. Such a technique offers immunity to spurious scattering sources without
the need for optically lossy isolation optics. © 2013 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (270.6570) Squeezed states; (190.4970) Parametric oscillators and amplifiers.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.38.002265

Squeezed states of light have important application in
present and future laser interferometric gravitational-
wave detectors, such as the GEO600, Einstein telescope,
and advanced laser interferometer gravitational-wave
observatory (LIGO) upgrades [1,2]. A squeezed vacuum
injection test into the LIGO has demonstrated improve-
ments in quantum shot noise performance of up to
2 dB [3]. The application of squeezed vacuum states offers
a way of reducing quantum noise without the need to
increase already significant circulating optical powers.
Scattered light is a significant limiting factor in the

measurement and application of low frequency squeezed
light sources [4,5]. The need for good isolation from
potential backscatter was a key motivator for the devel-
opment of squeezer designs based on ring cavity optical
parametric oscillators [6,7]. Techniques that offer further
scatter immunity, without the need for additional isolat-
ing optics, offer significant advantages for avoiding
degradation of squeezing from optical losses [8].
Parasitic interferometers are formed when coherent

light is scattered by dust or optical surface imperfec-
tions and reflects off surfaces of the experiment back
into the squeezed vacuum path. As these scattering
sources move—due to acoustic, seismic, and thermal
perturbations—the scattered light path length and point-
ing is modulated, imparting phase and amplitude noise
onto these spurious back reflections. Scatter-induced
noise manifests as noise sidebands coupling in ambient
noise thatmasks squeezed vacuum states. As components
in the experiment havemechanical modesmost dominant
and driven at audio frequencies and lower (below a few
hundred hertz), scatter induced noise ismost pronounced
at low frequencies. The strength of the scattered light
effect depends on the amplitude of the scattered field
coupled into the squeezing mode and the aggregate mo-
tion (or summed phase) of the scattering surfaces.
Here we present a proof-of-principle dithering tech-

nique that shifts the frequency of scattering-induced
noise while preserving squeezed vacuum states. This
was achieved by dithering the path length along which
scattered fields propagate. Previous path length modula-
tion schemes only modulated signal paths [9–13]. As
changes in path length rotate the quadrature of measure-
ment for a squeezing ellipse, such techniques degrade the

phase stability for squeezed light sources. To overcome
this a second mirror is employed in the squeezer pump
path to antisymmetrically premodulate the path length,
leaving the squeezing ellipse unchanged postmodulation
at the output. Sources of scattered light between these
points interact with only one mirror and therefore expe-
rience a path length modulation.

The experiment is illustrated in Fig. 1, with further
details of the squeezed-light source operation given
in [7]. Pump light at 532 nm is generated and used to drive
a nonlinear interaction in a traveling-wave optical para-
metric oscillator, seeded with 1064 nm vacuum. The
generated squeezed vacuum states may be injected into
an experiment such as an interferometric gravitational
wave detector or, as in the case of this Letter, directly
measured by balanced homodyne detection.

Homodyne detection is performed by splitting the sig-
nal field equally between two matched photodetectors,
after interfering with a much larger local oscillator field
at the same optical frequency [4]. Upon subtraction of the

Fig. 1. Schematic of squeezed light path length modulation ex-
periment. The superposition of backscattered fields is treated
as a single source at point Ⓢ, from which the scattered field
has some statistical distribution of phase and amplitude.
Mirrors Ⓐ and Ⓑ are modulated with the same depth and
opposite phase to upshift the scattered light noise frequency
sidebands. Squeezing is generated by a traveling wave bow-tie
optical parametric oscillator.
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トは、散乱光にだけミラーAで path length modulationをかける事に
よって DC 成分の散乱光を変調周波数だけアップコンバートさせて除
去するという事である。実験のセットアップは上の通りである。 
散乱しない光はミラーA で変調をうけ、ミラーB で変調をキャンセル
される。一方、散乱する光はミラーA でしか経験しないので変調を受
ける。PDに入る光は以下の式でかける。 

 
ε(t)は散乱光の振幅、Mは変調指数、Ωは変調周波数である。赤線の部

分をベッセル関数で展開すると散乱光の DC成分の振幅は𝐽!(𝑀)で書け
るが、𝑀 = 2.405とおくと𝐽!(𝑀) ≈ 0とする事ができる。これにより散
乱光のスクイーズ成分を除去することができた。実験結果は以下の通

りである。 

(i) Squeezing with no path length modulation 
(ii) Squeezing with path length modulation 
(iii) Shot noise 

変調を入れなか

った時より、入

れたときの方が

SN がよくなっ

ているのが見て

取れる。 
スクイーズの散

乱光に対しての

解決策がとても

興味深かった。 
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resulting photocurrents, the common DC terms are
zeroed, leaving only cross terms corresponding to phase
and amplitude quadratures of the signal light, “amplified”
by the coherent amplitude term of the local oscillator.
The quadrature selected is determined by the relative
phase of the local oscillator and the signal field.
Both the amplitude and phase of scatter signals enter-

ing the squeezed beam path are time varying. The total
contribution of scattered light is the superposition of
these signals (Escat

i ), the vector sum ESC !
P

Escat
i of

which is treated as a single source with amplitude !"t#
and phase ""t#. For scattering field source ESC, of angular
frequency #0, the resulting field at the signal port of the
homodyne detector is

Es"t# ! "$̄sqz $ %$̂sqz"t##ei#0t $ !"t#ei"#0t$""t##; (1)

where $̄sqz $ %$sqz"t# is the squeezed field signal consist-
ing of a constant coherent amplitude plus a time varying
component. In the case of vacuum squeezing $̄sqz ! 0 is
omitted for the remaining analysis. Terms detected by
our balanced homodyne detector consist of the vacuum
state measurement and a contribution from scattering
sources. The subtracted photocurrent is proportional to

i
!

! $LO
!
%X̂$

sqz"t# cos"&# $ %X̂!

sqz"t# sin"&#
"

$ !"t#$LO%sin ""t# cos &$ cos ""t# sin &&; (2)

where $LO is the local oscillator amplitude, & is the rela-
tive phase between the signal and local oscillator fields
that selects the quadrature of measurement, and %X̂'

sqz !
"%$̂sqz ' %$̂†sqz# are the quadrature fields of the squeezing.
The scattering contribution masks the measurement in
both quadratures of the signal field, because ""t# is arbi-
trary relative to the local oscillator field. To frequency
upshift these contributions, the signal and pump path
mirrors (labeled Ⓐ and Ⓑ in Fig. 1) are sinusoidally
modulated antisymmetrically, with depth M, at fre-
quency Ωm. The resulting time domain field is

Esig"t# ! %$̂sqzei#0t $ ei2M cos"Ωmt#!"t#ei"#0t$""t##: (3)

Thus, when the phase and amplitude of the Ⓐ and Ⓑ
mirrors’ modulation is matched, so that the net path
length between the two mirrors remains fixed, there is
a modulated path length for scattered light while the
squeezing source remains unchanged. The path modula-
tion can be written as a sum of Fourier frequencies,
that is ei2M cos"Ωmt# !

P!
n!!! inJn"M#einΩmt, and for

the correct choice of modulation depth M " 2.405
(J0"M# " 0) the lowest order (DC term) is zeroed. Thus,
the modulation scheme mixes up the distribution of scat-
tering noise, for scattering sources with reflection points
between Ⓐ and Ⓑ, to multiples of Ωm. In the frequency
domain, this is a convolution of the scattering field with
the modulation term. The signal field (with scatter) at the
input of the homodyne detector can be rewritten in the
frequency domain as

Es"##! % ~$sqz"##

$
X!

n!!!
inJn"M#%"#!nΩmt#(F

#
!"t#ei"#0t$k02x"t##

$
;

(4)

where % ~$sqz"## is the frequency domain term for the
squeezed vacuum fluctuations. Therefore, opto-mechani-
cal upshifting distributes the scattering signal to higher-
order multiples of the modulation frequency weighted by
nth-order Bessel functions of the first kind, leaving no DC
contribution at low frequencies.

This path length modulation scheme was implemented
with a 500 Hz sinusoidal waveform injected into two
piezo-electric transducer (PZT) mounted mirrors. This
frequency was chosen to fit within the actuation limit
of available PZTs. The modulation depth was calibrated
by first performing a shot noise measurement with an in-
tentional scatterer source inserted into the detection
path of the homodyne detector. A power spectral density
(PSD) of the calibration is shown in Fig. 2. The depth of
mirror Ⓐ’s modulation was increased until scatter noise
was reduced to a minimum. This correspond to the first-
order null of Jn"M# where shot noise was flat below the
modulation frequency.

The pump path mirror (Ⓑ) modulation depth and
phase was then calibrated to match that of mirror Ⓐ.
A coherent-locking error signal (see [7,14] for description
of its operation) was used to give a measure of the rel-
ative phase between the homodyne local oscillator and
pump laser phase. Modulating both the mirrors at
500 Hz, the mirrors were found to be matched when
the error signal was minimized to zero as a function of
time. In order to make a measurement of squeezing, this
coherent locking signal was then used to control the
relative phase of the local oscillator field and the pump
field.

Fig. 2. PSD measurement of the homodyne, normalized to the
average shot noise level: (i) shot noise of the local oscillator,
(ii) shot noise with intentional scattering in the homodyne de-
tection path, and (iii) shot noise with intentional scattering and
path dithering. Calibration of modulation depth was reached
when (iii) reached the flat noise level achieved in the absence
of scatter.
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A measurement of squeezing was made for which
sources of scattering were present. Beam dumps that
had previously been installed to minimize known scatter-
ing points were temporarily removed to give a sizeable
scatter noise profile. The normalized PSD of the homo-
dyne measurement of squeezing is displayed in Fig. 3,
trace (i), showing 10 dB of measured high frequency
squeezing with a “roll up” below 100 Hz. Distinctive
mechanical resonances can be observed at 72, 132,
and 165 Hz.
A second measurement was made of the squeezed

vacuum with the mirror dithering turned on. This is dis-
played in Fig. 3, trace (ii). With the squeezing path length
dithering engaged, the scattering induced roll up is re-
duced by up to 20 dB. Evidence of the mixing up process
is shown in the noise peaks at multiples of 500 Hz where
the low frequency noise has been shifted to the non-DC
Fourier frequencies of the modulation waveform.
Some residual noise remains, particularly in the range

of 5–50 Hz. This is likely a result of imperfect calibration
of the modulation depth M or the matching of mirrors
Ⓐ and Ⓑ. Another contributing factor may be residual
noise in the coherent-locking control loop. The frequency

range of upshifting may be increased to a broader audio
band range by selection of PZT and mirror mounts
capable of being driven at a higher dithering frequency.
Such an extension of scatter light upshifting would be
necessary for applications of this technique to gravita-
tional wave detectors, such as advanced LIGO, where
squeezing can be used to reduce quantum noise in the
kilohertz range.

We have shown a proof of principle experiment for
recovering audio band frequency squeezing with a tech-
nique for actively shifting sources of scatter noise. The
peak scattering noise contribution at low frequency is
reduced by 20 dB, giving a significant improvement in
the measured squeezing level while providing immunity
to the presence of scattered light.

We acknowledge the support of the Australian
Research Council.
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Fig. 3. PSD of homodyne measurement of 10 dB squeezing.
Trace (i) is a measurement of squeezing with scattered light de-
liberately increased. Mechanical resonances of 72, 132, and
165 Hz are observed, with a general roll up below 100 Hz. Trace
(ii) shows squeezing with path length dithering technique
employed, shifting up to 20 dB in roll-up noise. Scattered
light is still present in this measurement but now appears re-
flected about multiples of the 500 Hz modulation frequency.
Measurements are normalized to the average shot noise level
of trace (iii).
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